Report of "Foreign Languages Department" on the socially-educational event
"Day of Languages is- a symbol of friendship and unity of all citizens of
Kazakhstan", held on September 21, 2017
in Students’ Palace "Zhastar Alemi"

Objective: To instill interest in the knowledge of the state, Russian and foreign
languages, education of patriotism through the study of the cultural heritage of the
people.

Tasks:
1. To form the desire to master the Kazakh, Russian and foreign languages.
2. To arouse interest in the study of the traditions and customs of the peoples
inhabiting the territory of Kazakhstan.
3. To cultivate respect for different languages and a desire to learn, know
languages.

The policy of our state is aimed at strengthening the equality of the peoples of
Kazakhstan, regardless of their ethnicity. The principles of the state language
policy are defined by the Constitution of the Republic of Kazakhstan, in the laws
of the Republic of Kazakhstan “On Education” and “On Languages in the Republic
of Kazakhstan”.
The language policy in Kazakhstan is aimed at the development of the cultural
heritage of all ethnic groups living in hospitable Kazakh land. In connection with
which Decree of the President of the Republic of January 20, 1998, with the aim of
cultivating love and respect for the native language and his country and expanding
knowledge of languages and traditions of different nationalities, September 22 was
declared the Day of the Languages of the Peoples of Kazakhstan.
According to the current legislation, every citizen of the Republic of Kazakhstan
has the right to use his native language and to freely choose the language of
communication, education, training and creativity.
And this is objective, because language is a means of education and a pillar of the
binding relationship of people. In turn, the Day of Languages is a sign of

friendship, kinship and unity of all citizens of the country. Friendship of peoples,
mutual understanding and cooperation is the main pillar of the construction of new
Kazakhstan.
Language is a support of friendship, language is a special tool contributing to the
rapprochement of peoples.
Department of "Foreign Languages" under the leadership of the head of the
Department, Associate Professor, Ph.D. Jantasova Damira Dulatovna and
responsible for the socially-educational work of the Department (English teacher)
Izotova Aigerim Serikovna held a festive concert On September 21, 2017,
dedicated to the Day of Languages of the Republic of Kazakhstan ‘’Zhastar
Alemi’’.
The presenters (Sherubayev Sanjar from Mining Engineering group 17-5 and
Uspan Tomiris Standardization group 15-2p) welcomed the guests, teachers and
students of the holiday in 3 languages, the anthem of RK sounded.
The first guest to greet was the English teacher, the representative of the US
Embassy, the English Language Fellow program, Master of Humanities Benjamin
Taylor.
The presenters read poems and told guests and students about the holiday in
3 languages.
Talented students of the 1st and 2nd courses performed on the stage. Each
performance the audience met with applause.
The first were students of the group of Information systems 17-1 Zholtaeva
Gulden and Serikova Aidana with a song in Kazakh language "Tugan Zherim"
Student Kyzyrakynov Beksultan (Met 17-1) masterly played the dombra.
Magzumbayev Alikhan from the Mechanical engineering group 16-1 sang
the song “Attention” in a duet with Tugelbaev Marat (TT16-1), who accompanied
the guitar.
The song was also sounded in Spanish and Russian by a student Asatov
Kanat.
Shangerey Nargiza and Bayanova Dinur from Information systems 17-1
performed Uzbek dance.

Student of the group TT 17-1, Aitubaruly Asylbek sang a modern song in
Kazakh.
Makhmet Zhansaya, Kaiyrberli Aidana (Computer engineering group 17-2)
and Serikbol Altynai Raizaeva Botagoz (Chemical engineering group 17-1)
performed the Kazakh dance.
Meyrambaev Sultanbek (Mining engineering group 17-5) read poems about
his native language.

At the end of the event, the hosts once again congratulated everyone on the
Day of Languages of the Republic of Kazakhstan. All participants of the event
were awarded certificates

